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TECHNICAL ARTICLE
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The creep and recovery behaviors of a tough polylactic acid polymer are investigated experimentally and
theoretically. We studied the influence of manufacturing methods and parameters on the viscoelastic re-
sponses. Experimental comparisons were carried out on 13 different samples manufactured using fused
deposition modeling (FDM) and injection molding methods. The sample variations in the FDM were based
on four infill densities (70-100%) and 3 infill directions ð0�; 45�; 90�Þ. Theoretically, the Burgers and
Weibull�s models are used to predict the creep and recovery responses of the samples. Our experimental
findings suggest that the injection-molded samples perform better in creep for most of the cases. However,
at higher stress loadings, the 90 and 100% infill density samples showed excellent creep resistance behaviors
at the 90� infill direction. On the other hand, the theoretical creep and recovery predictions were based on
the nonlinear least-squares regression method. The Burgers model predicted the creep responses with
reasonable accuracies. A maximum of 5:83% mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was found for the 0�
infill direction and 80% infill density sample. On the contrary, the model lacks accuracy in recovery strain
predictions, showing an average of 173.15% MAPE for all studied samples. Introducing Weibull�s distri-
bution improved the accuracies showing a 3.44% average MAPE for all samples.

Keywords additive manufacturing, creep and recovery,
mechanical testing, tough PLA, viscoelasticity

1. Introduction

The PLA polymer is a class of aliphatic polyester that can be
synthesized from renewable resources such as corn, straw and
sugarcane. In addition to the polymer�s synthesis attribution to
agricultural sources, its biodegradability makes the polymer a
promising substitute of the petroleum-based polymers in some
selected applications, including fiber technology, food packag-
ing, medical and pharmaceutical industries (Ref 1). The
polymer is emerging as a sustainable material solution in
biomedical engineering due to its biodegradability as well as
biocompatibility (Ref 2). The PLA is used as scaffold in tissue
engineering, drug delivery and encapsulation mechanisms, as
well as absorbable sutures in surgeries (Ref 3). Nowadays,
bioplastic developers are emerging with sustainable solutions

on chemical modifications of PLA to enhance its mechanical
properties. In addition, with developments in polymer blending
technologies, the mechanical, rheological and thermal proper-
ties can be improved to span its application over a broader
range of engineering disciplines. Although replacing petro-
chemical-based polymers with sustainable and bio based, or
biodegradable materials is far from its full scale, promising
developments are currently underway (Ref 4). Along with the
development, the mechanical performances of sustainable
materials are of prime importance that should be carefully
studied to validate the choice of the materials in the engineering
applications. In direct relevance to the applications mentioned
above, understanding the viscoelastic deformation of the
polymer is pivotal. In this regard, studies are made to
characterize the mechanical behavior of PLA composites.

The mechanical performances of neat, glass fiber-reinforced
and thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer-blended PLA com-
posites are studied using both additive manufacturing and
injection molding methods (Ref 5). Short-term mechanical tests
revealed that comparable values for flexural and tensile
strengths are discovered for both additive manufactured, and
injection-molded specimens. The mechanical properties of
additive-manufactured (FDM) and injection-molded PLA,
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and nylon 6 polymers
are studied (Ref 6). The findings suggest that the tensile
strength, modulus, and elongation at break of the injection-
molded samples are better than the FDM counterpart for all the
cases. Correspondingly, the properties of the FDM samples
from PLA are 48, 47.2 and 32.7% lower than the injection
molded ones. Experimental methods are used to study the
influences of printing speed and temperature (Ref 7) as well as
raster angles (Ref 8) on PLA polymer. The effects of raster
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angle and moisture content on the tensile properties of additive-
manufactured PLA are studied (Ref 9). An experimental
method and theoretical hypothesis of transvers isotropy and
classical separate-modes failure criterion are used to character-
ize the tensile strength at failure for additive-manufactured PLA
(Ref 10). The sample variations are made based on printing
angle and layer thickness. The outcomes of their experimental
study indicated that the tensile strength at failure ranges
between 23.56 and 54.37 MPa for increments made in printing
angle and a decrement in layer thickness. The mechanical
properties of graphene-reinforced PLA composite were studied
using fused filament fabrication (Ref 11). The experimental
study focused on characterizing the tensile and flexural
strengths of the composite in relation to different build
orientations. The upright printing orientation of the graphene-
reinforced sample exhibited a 39.3 MPa tensile strength, and a
71.1 MPa flexural strength. Comparing to the unreinforced
PLA, the strengths are 33.6 and 40.5% higher.

The influence of nanohydroxyapatite (NHA) reinforcements
on the creep performance of pure PLA is studied by Feven et al.
(Ref 12). The study focused on experimental investigations of
the PLA nanocomposites using the dynamic mechanical
analyzer (DMA). Similarly, Ans and Muammer (Ref 13)
studied the creep and recovery behavior of continuous fiber-
reinforced 3D-printed composites, whereas (Ref 14) investi-
gated the creep and stress relaxation for different loading
modes. The studies investigated the effects of the reinforcement
fibers and temperature on the viscoelastic performances of the
nanocomposites. The influence of natural fiber reinforcements
on the tensile creep of the PLA polymer is studied in (Ref 15).
The effect of printing parameters on the creep performances of
3D-printed PLA composite is studied in (Ref 16). The short-
term tensile creep of the composite was studied experimentally
by varying reinforcements and the layer thickness printing
parameter. Ye et al. (Ref 17) studied the creep deformation of
PLA-max material produced via fused filament fabrication. The
effects of print orientation and layer thickness on the creep
deformation of the polymer are studied experimentally and
theoretically using a modified Burgers viscoelastic model. The
four parameter Burgers model and Weibull�s distribution
function are used to characterize the creep and recovery of a
graphene-doped rubber (Ref 18) and Polyolefin-rubber
nanocomposites (Ref 19). Their findings suggest that the creep
deformation and recovery strain notably depend on composi-
tions and interfacial adhesion of constituting materials. Several
literature sources reviewed the synthesis (Ref 20) the state-of-
the-art in nanomedicine and biomedical applications (Ref 21,
22), mechanical properties (Ref 4) of PLA. However, most of
the studies are limited to characterizing the short-term mechan-
ical behaviors of the material in a linear elastic regime. The
viscoelastic studies also focus on characterizing only the creep
of the polymer with limited print parameter variants or creep
and recovery of petrochemical polymers. Hence, in-depth

Fig.1 Flowchart demonstrating the processes followed in our methods and results

Table 1 The 3D printing parameters used to produce the
tough PLA samples (Ref 26)

Printing parameters Parameter values used

Infill orientation [ �] 0�, 45�, 90o
Nozzle temperature ½�C� 210
Build plate temperature ½�C� 60
Orientation Lay flat
Infill density ½%� 70, 80, 90, 100%
Infill layer thickness ½mm� 0.1
Infill pattern Line
Print speed ½mm=s� 50
Top/bottom layer thickness ½mm� 0.5
Brim width ½mm� 4
Filament diameter ½mm� 2.85
Nozzle diameter ½mm� 0.4
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viscoelastic creep and recovery studies of the PLA with
variations in manufacturing methods, parameters and stress
loadings are required to characterize the responses.

The tough PLA is currently used to manufacture functional
prototypes and components used in mechanical systems. These
include snap and press fits, clamps, fasteners, manufacturing
aids (Ref 23, 24) and packaging containers (Ref 25). The
majority of these applications induce viscoelastic deformations
of the material. The objective of this paper is twofold. First, the
influences of FDM process parameters on the viscoelastic
deformation of the material are studied, and the results are
compared to the injection-molded counterpart. For the additive
manufacturing, the infill density and infill direction parameters
are varied to produce 12 samples. By contrast, optimized
process parameters are used to produce a single injection-
molded sample variant. Second, we use the Burgers and
Weibull�s models to predict the creep and recovery responses of
the material. The models� parameters are determined by
conducting the nonlinear least-squares regression on experi-

mental data. The accuracies of the predictions are validated
using experimental data.

2. Research Methods

Our samples are designed and manufactured according to
the ASTM D638 type I dimensions. The viscoelastic analyses
are made on 13 sample variants produced using the additive
manufacturing and injection molding methods. Our work is
based on characterizing small strain viscoelastic deformations
and focuses on two different goals. The first compares the
viscoelastic performances of the additive-manufactured and
injection-molded samples. As we have a variety of comparable
sample categories, it is important to identify appropriate creep
loads to visualize the samples� viscoelastic responses. The
second one is on predicting the creep and recovery responses of
the samples. The deformations should be within the linear

Table 2 The injection molding process parameters used to produce the tough PLA samples (Ref 27). The cooling time is
calculated using 1D transient conduction (Ref 28)

Injection molding parameters Set values Note

Temperature profile, �C Feed 60 Temperature tolerances are kept at �5 �C
[23] Zone 1 200

Zone 2 200
Zone 3 205
Nozzle 210

Injection speed ½ccm=s� 24
Injection pressure ½bar� 498—507
Holding pressure ½bar� 400—500 Linear holding profile
Melt cushion ½ccm� 4.7
Velocity/Pressure switchover ½ccm� 9 Switchover is by screw position
Screw revolution ½rpm� 75
Screw back position ½ccm� 34
Cycle time ½s� Injection 1.18 The cycle time of the injection molding is 39:11s and includes ejection

timeHolding 10
Cooling 24
Mold open and close 2.44

Clamping force, kN 220

Fig. 2 Sample manufacturing processes (a) Additive manufacturing (b) Injection molding
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Fig. 3 Sample variants considered for the viscoelastic studies. (a) Planned (b) Manufactured using additive manufacturing and injection
molding technologies

Table 3 Preliminary creep tests made at different stress loadings. The outcome of the tests differentiates the loadings
which cause linear and nonlinear creep deformations

Manufacturing methods

Sample variants Stress loadings, MPa

Infill density,% Infill direction, � r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7

Additive manufactured 70 0 5 6.5 7.5 10 - - -
70 45 5 6.5 7 7.5 - - -
70 90 6.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 -

Injection molded Injection-molded sample 6.5 10 15 17.5 20 22.5 25

Fig. 4 Experimental setup of the viscoelastic experiments. The extensometer mounted on the samples measures the creep and recovery strain
under the step tensile loadings
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viscoelastic regime to model the theoretical responses. To
expedite the process of the experimental comparisons and the
theoretical modeling, we follow a procedure in our methods,
see Fig. 1.

2.1 Sample Manufacturing

We used FDM for additive manufacturing and a numerically
controlled injection molding machine for the conventional
approach.

2.1.1 Additive Manufacturing. We used the Ultimaker
S3 dual extrusion fused deposition modeling (FDM) printer for
additive manufacturing. The build plate was kept at 60 �C,
whereas the nozzle temperature was set to 210 �C during the
printing process. Appropriate pre-print adjustments including
calibration, maintaining constant room temperature, cleaning
the print bed were made to avoid warping and delamination.
The print adhesions to build plate were secured by optimizing
the brim adhesion. We produced 12 sample variants with
various infill densities and infill directions. Each infill direction
has four infill density variants. We used a 0.1 mm infill layer
thickness and kept the top and bottom thicknesses at 0.5 mm. A
line infill pattern and all other recommended parameters are
used for 3D printing the sample variants. Table. 1 summarizes
the printing parameters used to manufacture the samples.

2.1.2 Injection Molding. To produce the samples con-
ventionally, we used a two-cavity mold on IntElect 50, a
numerically controlled injection molding machine. At the pre-
processing stage, we placed the polymer into the NOV drier for
24 h at a temperature of 55 �C to remove the moisture
contained. During injection, the process parameters such as
zone-temperature, nozzle temperature, screw rotation, injection
speed, packing profile and clamping force were carefully
optimized by continuously varying the settings. The mold
temperature, Tw was kept at 45�C, whereas the nozzle
temperature was 210�. The average ejection temperature, T e �
60�C: After each injection cycle, the samples� dimensions are
measured to confirm their quality. Table 2 presents the injection
molding process parameters used to manufacture samples.

The process parameters in Table 1 and 2 were followed to
produce required samples using the FDM and injection molding
technologies. Figure 2 shows the processing technologies used
while manufacturing the samples.

Each round of additive manufacturing took close to 4:5 h
(four samples at a time). By comparison, it only took 1.3 min to
produce four samples using the injection molding process.
Figure 3 presents the sample categories planned and produced
using both technologies.

2.2 Viscoelastic Experiments

Prior to the experimental analyses and theoretical modeling,
we selected a group of sample variants and tested them for
creep at different stress loads. These preliminary experiments
reveal the viscoelastic responses of the selected samples.

bFig. 5 The creep responses of the preliminarily selected samples
studied under different stress loadings. (a) Creep response of the
70% infill density and 0� infill direction. (b) Creep response of the
70% infill density and 45 � infill direction. (c) Creep response of the
70% infill density and 90� infill direction. (d) Creep response of the
injection-molded sample
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Hence, they are used as the basis for selecting stress loads in the
experimental comparisons and theoretical modeling. We
selected the injection molded and the 70% infill density
samples at 0�, 45�, and 90� infill directions for the preliminary
tests. The choices of the samples are based on the need to
identify stress loads causing linear viscoelastic deformations of
the injection molded and low infill density samples. Table 3
presents the list of selected samples and the stress loadings used
during the preliminary creep tests.

The viscoelastic experiments include the creep and recovery
tests made using the X350-20 machine from Testometric. Each
sample went through a 1 h creep followed by a 30 min
recovery experiment. In the preliminary tests, the selected
samples are only tested in creep. We used a step function to
define the loading and unloading of the stress amplitude in the
creep and recovery tests. For the viscoelastic experiments, the
load sequence is defined as r ¼ ro at t ¼ 0 and r ¼ �ro at

t ¼ 3600s. After unloading, the stress returns to zero, and the
creep recoveries of the samples are studied for the next 1800 s.
The frequency of data recording under the step tensile stress
functions is set at 150Hz. This generated more than half a
million strain–time data for each test. The data are recorded
using Epsilon technology’s high-precision digital extensometer
TE3442. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup where a
sample is attached to the clip-on extensometer and clamped in
the wedge grips.

The outcomes of the preliminary creep tests under different
stress loadings show the different viscoelastic responses of the
samples. The samples� creep responses depend on the stress
loadings used during the step tensile tests.

The creep responses of the samples in Fig. 5(a-d) indicate
the linear and nonlinear viscoelastic responses of the material.
The creep of a material is classified into three stages; primary,
secondary, and tertiary (Ref 29). The primary stage includes the

Fig. 6 The Burgers viscoelastic model and its strain response for a step tensile loading, r ¼ roHðtÞ

Table 4 Stress loadings used during curve fitting and creep recovery predictions

Manufacturing methods

Sample Stress loadings, MPa

Infill direction, � Infill density, % Creep curve fitting at ro Creep recovery prediction at ro

Additive manufactured 0 70 5 7.5
80 5 7.5
90 8.5 9.5
100 8.5 10

45 70 6.5 7.5
80 5 6
90 7.5 8.5
100 10 12.5

90 70 15 16
80 16 17.5
90 20 17.5
100 17.5 20

Injection molded Injection-molded sample 15 17.5

Journal of Materials Engineering and Performance



Fig. 7 Curve fitting of the Burger viscoelastic model to experimental creep. (a) Additive-manufactured samples with 0� infill direction. (b)
Additive-manufactured samples with 45� infill direction. (c) Additive-manufactured samples with 90� infill direction. (d) Injection-molded sample
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instantaneous deformation and the time dependent strain, which
occurs at a decreasing rate. The secondary stage is also known
as a steady state, where the strain rate becomes nearly constant.
It characterizes the viscous flow of the material. The tertiary
stage occurs with an increased strain rate and leads to a
complete viscoelastic rupture (Ref 29). The linear viscoelastic-
ity models are applicable in small strain deformations that occur
majorly at the primary stage of a creep (Ref 30). With an
increase in stress loadings, the secondary and tertiary stages of
the creep dominate materials� viscoelastic deformations. The
secondary creep stage of materials is characterized using
empirical power functions, such as the one developed by
Findely, Khosla and Peterson, which adequately predicted the
nonlinear viscoelastic deformation (Ref 29, 31).

In Fig. 5(a), the 70% infill density and 0� infill direction
sample showed a linear viscoelastic deformation up to 7:5MPa.
However, when stress loading is increased to 10MPa, a
dominant secondary stage creep with a sharp increment in the
viscoelastic deformation is observed. Similarly, a 7:5MPa
loading caused, a nonlinear viscoelastic deformation for the
70% infill density and 45 � infill direction sample, see Fig. 5(b).
In Fig. 5(c), we observed the linear viscoelastic responses of
the 70% infill density and 90� infill direction sample when the
load increments were made up to 15MPa. Secondary and
tertiary creep phenomena were observed at 17:5 and 20MPa
loadings, respectively. For the injection-molded sample pre-
sented in Fig. 5(d), the responses remained in the linear
viscoelastic regime for the stress loadings up to 15MPa.
However, the sample showed a secondary stage creep behavior
for the 17.5, 20 and 22.5 MPa loadings. Even if the deforma-
tions remained at the secondary stage, the increase in stress
exasperated the creep responses. With a further increment in
stress to 25 MPa, we observed a swift transition of the creep to
the tertiary stage within the first 650s. Figure 5 (a)-(d) shows
the different stages of the creep responses for the selected
samples. They are the basis for the subsequent experimental
and theoretical analyses.

2.3 Theoretical Characterizations of Creep and Recovery

Linear viscoelasticity refers to materials� time-dependent
strain (response) for a stress input. It characterizes the viscous
and elastic responses of materials, mainly polymers. The

viscous behavior is represented by dashpot constants gið Þ,
whereas the elastic one is characterized using spring constants
Eið Þ (Ref 32). Under infinitesimal strain and strain rate
conditions, the time-dependent stress–strain relations are pre-
sented using linear differential equations (Ref 33). The
differential form of the constitutive equation for viscoelastic
materials is (Ref 34)

Xn

i¼0

pi
@ir
@ti

�
Xm

i¼0

qi
@ie
@ti

¼ 0: ðEq 1Þ

In Eq 1, i indicate the order of differential, pi and qi
represent the various combinations of the rheological constants
of the material, whereas m and n show the number of these
combinations.

2.3.1 The Burgers Model. The Burgers model is a four-
parameter viscoelastic model which has a single Maxwell
connected in series with a Kelvin–Voigt. The constitutive of the
Burgers model can be derived from Eq 1 as (Ref 33)

p0rþ p1 _rþ p2€r ¼ q1 _eþ q2€e: ðEq 2Þ

The stress loading in tensile creep, r is usually defined by a
step function (Ref 32),

r ¼ roH tð Þ: ðEq 3Þ

In Eq 3, H tð Þ is a Heaviside step function that defines the
stress as rt!0� ¼ 0, and rt!0þ ¼ ro (Ref 34). The creep of the
Burgers model is the sum of the individual strain responses of
the rheological models connected in series, see Fig. 6. The first
spring, E1 undergoes instantaneous deformation when,
rt!0þ ¼ ro. As time increases, the first dashpot, g1 deforms
linearly and is characterized as a non-reversible viscous flow.
Together, these rheological constants represent the Maxwell
branch. The strain response of the Kelvin–Voigt branch is also
time dependent and is referred to as delayed elasticity.

The creep of the Burgers model in Fig. 1 is (Ref 34)

eðtÞ ¼ e1 þ e2 þ e3: ðEq 4Þ

The strains in Eq 4 are further given as functions of the
material�s rheological constants and the applied stress (Ref 29).
That is

Fig. 8 Comparisons of experimentally studied samples categorized based on the manufacturing methods. The additive-manufactured sample
variants are presented using matrix notations representing the combined infill density and infill direction information. The injection-molded
sample has a single sample variant with IM abbreviations in each cell
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e1 ¼
r
E1

; _e2 ¼
r
g1

; _e3 þ
E2

g2
e3 ¼

r
g2

: ðEq 5Þ

The constitutive equation of the model can be derived by
taking the Laplace transform of strains in Eq 5. The stress and
strain relations in the Laplace domain can be derived from Eq 4
and 5 as (Ref 34)

e sð Þ ¼ ~r sð Þ
E1

þ ~r sð Þ
sg1

þ ~r sð Þ
g2 sþ E2

g2

� � : ðEq 6Þ

The inverse of the Laplace transform for Eq 6 gives the
constitutive of the viscoelastic model with determined coeffi-
cients (Ref 32).

g1g2
E2

€eþ g1 _e ¼
g1g2
E1E2

€rþ g1
E1

þ g2
E2

þ g1
E2

� �
_rþ r: ðEq 7Þ

Using the initial conditions and boundary load information,
Eq 7 can be solved to determine the creep of the Burgers model
as (Ref 29)

e tð Þ ¼ r0
1

E1
þ 1

g1
t þ 1

E2
1� e�

E2
g2
t

� �� �
: ðEq 8Þ

In Eq 8, the expression on the right shows the instantaneous
elasticity, permanent deformation and delayed elasticity terms,
respectively. The creep of the model presented in Eq 8 is for a
constant stress input. However, the step loading can be
intermittent, which influences the creep response of the model
(Ref 35). Under this condition, the resulting strain can be
evaluated using the Boltzmann superposition principle, where
the strain responses of the individual stress loading are
superimposed (Ref 36). The strain response of a viscoelastic
material under a varying step stress loading is (Ref 35)

e tð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

Dri � J t � tið Þ: ðEq 9Þ

In Eq. (9), Dri are the step changes made in stress at the
corresponding times, ti. J t � tið Þ represents the creep compli-
ance of the material at each load transition. From Eqs 8 and 9,
the creep compliance of the Burgers model can be defined as
(Ref 35)

J t � tið Þ ¼ 1

E1
þ 1

g1
ðt � tiÞ þ

1

E2
1� e�

E2
g2
ðt�tiÞ

� �� �
: ðEq 10Þ

When a viscoelastic material is initially loaded with a
constant stress r0, the material undergoes a creep deformation.
If the load is fully removed after some time, the material
gradually recovers part of the creep deformation. The Burgers

bFig. 9 Creep and recovery responses of the injection-molded and
additive-manufactured samples. The different infill directions are
studied in each category. (a) Creep and recovery of the IM and 70%
infill density samples at ro ¼ 5MPa. (b) Creep and recovery of the
IM and 80% infill density samples at ro ¼ 7:5MPa. (c) Creep and
recovery of the IM and 90% infill density samples at ro ¼ 10MPa.
(d) Creep and recovery of the IM and 100% infill density samples at
ro ¼ 12:5MPa
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model makes use of Eqs 9 and 10 to predict the creep recovery
of the material as (Ref 33)

e tð Þ ¼ ro
1

g1
t2 � t1ð Þ þ 1

E2
e�

E2
g2
ðt�t2Þ � e�

E2
g2
ðt�t1Þ

� �� �
:

ðEq 11Þ

In Eq 11, t1 and t2 represent the times when the step stress is
loaded and unloaded, respectively.

2.3.2 Weibull�s Distribution. The accuracies of the vis-
coelastic modeling using springs and dashpots depend on the
number of elements used to predict the viscoelastic responses,
which occur on wide distributions of relaxation or retardation
times (Ref 37). Often, the use of generalized models with
several spring-dashpot elements improves the accuracy; how-
ever, it comes with mathematical complexities (Ref 38). The
viscoelastic recovery of polymeric materials can be accurately
modeled using the Weibull�s distribution function. The
approach uses time-dependent latches to model the viscoelastic
recovery as distributions of the latch trigger times (Ref 38). The
time-dependent recovery strain, er tð Þ over the recovery time, t
is given as (Ref 38)

er tð Þ ¼ ev e�
t
gr

� 	br
� �

þ ef : ðEq 12Þ

In Eq 12, ev is a function for the viscoelastic recovery of the
material that is determined by the Weibull shape parameter, br
and the characteristic life, gr. The ef is the permanent
viscoelastic deformation due to the viscous flow.

2.4 Curve Fitting

Based on the outcomes of preliminary viscoelastic tests, we
selected the stress loads for linear viscoelastic modeling. The
regression analyses are first made using the nonlinear least-
squares method to predict the samples� responses theoretically.
The creep and recovery sections of the data are separately fit to
the Burgers and Weibull�s equations to determine the models�
parameters shown in Eq 8 and 12. The curve fittings are made
using MATLAB numerical software. For each sample, the
rheological constants that are determined at one stress loading
will be used to predict the creep and recovery responses at
another stress loading. Table 4 presents the list of all stress
loadings used for the curve fitting and viscoelastic response
predictions.

We used the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm and monitored
the robustness of the nonlinear least-squares fitting by adjusting
starting points of the coefficients (rheological constants).
Within the 95% confidence bounds the adjusted R-Squares of
all the fits are greater than 0.96. Figure 7(a)-(d) shows the creep
curve fitting for the sample variants presented in Table. 4.

3. Results and Discussion

We present the results of the experimental and theoretical
viscoelastic studies in this chapter. The experimental findings
focus on comparisons of the samples� viscoelastic responses.
The samples are first manufactured using the FDM additive
manufacturing and injection molding methods. Then, creep and
recovery experiments are made using different stress loadings.
The experimental creep and recovery results of 13 different
sample variants (12 additive manufactured and 1 injection
molded) are studied and compared. The theoretical studies
focus on predicting the viscoelastic responses of the samples
using the Burgers and Weibull�s models. The creep responses of
the samples are used to determine the Burgers viscoelastic
parameters via the nonlinear least-squares curve fitting. The
determined parameters are used to predict the creep and
recovery responses at new stress loadings. The Weibull’s

bFig. 10 Experimental creep and recovery responses of the
injection-molded and additive-manufactured samples. The different
infill densities are studied in each category for the additive-
manufactured samples. (a) Creep and recovery of the IM and 0�

infill direction samples at ro ¼ 7:5MPa. (b) Creep and recovery of
the IM and 45� infill direction samples at ro ¼ 7:5MPa. (c) Creep
and recovery of the IM and 90� infill direction samples at ro ¼
17:5MPa

Table 5 Rheological constants of the Burgers viscoelastic model determined by regression

Manufacturing methods

Samples Rheological constants

Infill direction, � Infill density, %

Elastic constants, GPa Dashpot constants, GPa s

E1 E2 g1 g2

Additive manufactured 0 70 0:82 8:64 15100 947
80 0:95 9:08 10900 1160
90 1:01 4:52 11200 1000
100 1:53 12:2 25200 1880

45 70 1:01 7:06 17000 663
80 1:01 9:38 28500 1160
90 1:12 11:2 24500 1030
100 1:31 9:17 21000 1140

90 70 1:58 11:1 16100 1720
80 1:59 10:1 15500 1370
90 1:99 19:9 36,000 1800
100 2:01 10:8 30800 1560

Injection molded Injection-molded sample 1:79 15:1 14500 1190
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distribution function is introduced as an effective approach to
predict the recoveries of the samples.

3.1 Experimental Findings

We observed wide variations on the strain responses of the
injection molded, and additive-manufactured samples. A stress
loading that causes a linear viscoelastic deformation for the
injection molded and 90� infill direction samples could result in
a nonlinear deformation for the 45� and 0� infill direction
samples. Hence, the viscoelastic response comparisons are
made separately based on the infill directions and infill densities
that also include the comparable responses of the injection-

bFig. 11 The theoretical creep and recovery response predictions
using the Burgers viscoelastic model are presented compared to the
experimental findings. (a) 70% infill density and 0� infill direction,
(b) 70% infill density and 45� infill direction, (c) 70% infill density
and 90� infill direction, (d), 80% infill density and 0� infill direction,
(e) 80% infill density and 45� infill direction, (f) 80% infill density
and 90� infill direction, (g) 90% infill density and 0� infill direction
(h) 90% infill density and 45� infill direction, (i) 90% infill density
and 90� infill direction, (j) 100% infill density and 0� infill direction,
(k) 100% infill density and 45� infill direction, (l) 100% infill
density and 90� infill direction, (m) Injection-molded samples

Fig. 12 The mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) of the Burgers viscoelastic model for (a) creep predictions (b) recovery predictions of
the additive-manufactured and injection-molded samples
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molded samples. The categories of comparison are presented
with a schematic matrix in Fig. 8. The additive-manufactured
sample variations are represented using a matrix notation, Sij.
The index i represents the infill density, whereas the j represents
the infill direction variants. The injection-molded sample is a
single variant represented by IM (Injection Molded) initials.
Based on these, there are seven different comparisons, of which
four are based on the infill direction, and the remaining three
are based on infill density, see the rows and columns numbering
in Fig. 8. The injection-molded sample is included in all
comparison categories.

3.1.1 Infill Direction. The injection-molded and additive-
manufactured samples’ creep and recovery responses are
experimentally studied. Figure 9(a)-(d) shows the results of
the injection molded and, the additive-manufactured samples
with different infill densities 70-100%. The comparisons in
each subfigure are made based on infill directions.

The 0� and 45� samples generally showed the least
viscoelastic performances in all comparisons. Regardless of
their infill densities, both samples showed higher creep
deformations compared to the 90� and the injection molded
ones. At t ¼ 3600s, the creep strains of the 0� samples are
2.72 � 4.03 times higher than the 90� and 2.68 � 7.78 times
higher than the injection-molded samples. In contrast, the creep
of the 45� samples is 1.95-3.24 times higher than the 90�, and
2.4 � 6.25 times higher than the injection molded ones. In
particular, the 80% and 45� sample at ro ¼ 7:5MPa, as well as
the 100% and 0� sample at ro ¼ 12:5MPa exhibited the
highest viscoelastic deformations. By comparison, their creep
recoveries are also slow, see Fig. 9(b) and (d). These poor
viscoelastic performances are attributed to deviations of the
infill directions from the loading orientation ð90�Þ. In addition,
process-related micro and mesostructure flaws contribute to
higher creep deformations. On the other hand, the 90� FDM
samples show excellent viscoelastic performances. The elastic
behavior of these samples dominates the viscous flow at all
stress loadings. The smaller viscoelastic deformations are due
to the infill reinforcements in the loading direction ð90�Þ. The

injection-molded samples showed smaller creep deformations
at lower stresses, such as 5 and 7:5MPa. Their viscoelastic
performances are also good at higher stresses; however, slightly
lower than the 90� samples.

3.1.2 Infill Density. The influence of the infill density on
the creep and recovery responses of the additive-manufactured
samples is studied and compared to the injection molded ones,
see Fig. 10(a)-(c). For the additive-manufactured samples, the
study is categorized based on the 0�, 45� and 90� infill
directions.

The additive-manufactured samples showed a decreasing
creep deformation with the increase in infill density. This
behavior holds for all infill directions except for the 45� with
80% infill density sample in Fig. 10(b). The increase in infill
density is expected to decrease the volumes of the interlayer
voids which creates stronger adhesions between adjacent
layers. On the other hand, injection-molded samples exhibited
a predominantly linear elastic deformation at lower stress
loadings. Comparing the viscoelastic creep and recovery,
injection-molded samples are better than all infill density
samples in the 0� and 45� infill direction categories, see Fig. 10
(a) and (b). The 80% infill density sample with 45� infill
direction showed the poorest viscoelastic response, exhibiting
higher creep deformation at 7:5MPa loading. Most of the 90�
infill direction samples showed excellent viscoelastic perfor-
mances, which are comparable and, in some cases, superior to
the responses of the injection molded ones. At t = 3600 s, the
creep strains of the 90 and 100% infill density samples in
Fig. 10(c) are 25:17 and 36:14% less than the injection molded
ones. On the other hand, the 70% infill density sample showed
a higher creep leading to a viscous flow at 17:5MPa loading
(see Fig. 10c).

3.2 Creep and Recovery Prediction Using the Burgers Model

We determined the Burgers rheological constants via the
regression analyses in the previous chapter. These constants are
determined for each sample variant considered in the fitting
process, see Table 4 and Fig. 7(a-d). We observed certain

Table 6 The Weibull�s recovery parameters of the additive-manufactured and injection-molded samples, determined
using the nonlinear least-squares curve fitting

Manufacturing methods

Sample
Creep loading

Recovery parameters of Weibull�s
model

Infill Direction, � Infill Density, % r ev gr, s br ef

Additive manufactured 0 70 7.5 0.003426 272.1 0.3199 2.277e�5

80 5 0.004014 157.5 0.2323 4.192e�5

90 9.5 0.005910 323.1 1859 3.341e-5

100 10 0.003043 23.98 0.2464 4.353e�5

45 70 7.5 0.00152 225.8 0.4818 1.276–5

80 6 0.001899 64.28 0.2428 1.714e�5

90 8.5 0.002649 104.9 0.2749 9.356e�5

100 12.5 0.004906 489.1 0.2007 3.937e�5

90 70 16 0.004038 74.71 0.2338 1.531e�4

80 17.5 0.006964 1361 0.2505 4.009e�5

90 17.5 0.002552 37.76 0.2816 4.424e�6

100 20 0.005348 105.1 0.2983 5.249e�5

Injection molded Injection-molded sample 17.5 0.006002 543.3 0.2046 2.318e�4
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similarities among the values of comparable rheological
constants determined for the samples, see Table 5. The deter-
mined spring and dashpot constants are used to predict the
creep and recovery responses of the samples at new stress
loadings. We used Eq 8 and 11 to estimate the theoretical creep
and recovery responses, respectively. The creep and recovery
prediction of the 13 different samples with variations on the
method of manufacturing and print parameters are presented,
see Table 4 and 5, and Fig. 11(a)-(m).

The Burgers viscoelastic model shows that the creep and
instantaneous recovery predictions are in good agreement with
the experimental results. However, in most cases, the long-term
recoveries are not well predicted by the model, see Fig. 11 (a-
m). In order to validate the theoretical approach, the prediction
errors in creep and recovery are separately evaluated. The mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE), a typical method for
evaluating accuracies of predictive models (Ref 40) is used
for the analyses. For N data points, the MAPE is given as (Ref
39)

MAPE ¼ 1

N

XN

t¼1

e� eB
e








 � 100%: ðEq 13Þ

In Eq 13, e is the experimental strain, and eB is the strain
predicted using the Burgers model. The MAPE of the Burgers
model in creep and recovery predictions are evaluated and
presented in Fig. 12(a) and (b).

Based on the analyses in Fig. 12(a) and (b), there are
considerable differences on the margins of error for the creep
and recovery predictions. The MAPEs for the creep predictions
are all minimal and exist within a tolerable margin. For the
creep, a maximum of 5:83% MAPE is observed for the 0� infill
direction and 80% infill density sample. In comparison, the 90�

infill direction and 70% infill density sample showed a
minimum of 0:68% MAPE. The injection-molded sample
showed a 2:31% deviation which is less than the mean value of
2:65% for all additive manufactured ones. The error analyses in
the creep sections showed that the calculated responses using
the Burgers model are in good agreement with experimental
results. On the contrary, the recovery responses predicted using
the theoretical model showed significant deviations from the
experimental findings.

The Burgers model generally lacks accuracy in predicting
the recovery strains of the samples, see Fig. 12(b). The
theoretical recovery predictions are calculated using Eq 11,
which contains a permanent deformation of the first dashpot
(e2) and the recovery of delayed elasticity from the Kelvin–
Voigt branch �e3ð Þ, see Fig. 1. In the theoretical analyses, the
permanent deformations of the dashpot g1ð Þ, are overestimated.
In addition, the recoveries of the delayed elasticity are slow in
the theoretical model, see Fig. 11(a)-(m). The theoretical
estimations do not represent the recovery behavior of the
material. The average MAPE in recovery for all additive-
manufactured samples is 173:15%. It is 1.91 times the MAPE
for injection molded one ð90:5%Þ.

3.3 Modeling Recovery Using Weibull�s Method

The recovery of the samples is modeled using Weibull�s
Eq 12. When the load is removed, the polymer undergoes
instantaneous recovery before the onset viscoelastic recovery
process. To model recovery, the instantaneous recovery is first
deducted from the total creep just before the load removal.

Then, the viscoelastic recovery data are used for the curve fit.
Table 6 presents the parameters of Weibull�s model determined
via the regression analyses.

The Weibull distribution function that governs the recovery
of materials depends on the creep load history. The values of
the Weibull�s recovery parameters change with a change in
creep loading. Therefore, a single set of parameters cannot be
used universally to characterize the onset viscoelastic recover-
ies of the samples with different creep load histories. The
viscoelastic recovery of each sample is experimentally studied
for 1800 s. The Weibull�s recovery parameters are determined
by fitting the model to the first 900 s recovery data. Then, the
model is used to predict the samples� recovery for the next
900 s and beyond, see Fig. 13(a)-(m).

The errors of the recovery strain predictions are calculated.
The Weibull�s model showed a maximum of 9:61% error for the
0� infill direction and 90% infill density sample. A minimum of
0:22% deviation is found for the 90� infill direction and 90 infill
density sample. The injection-molded sample showed a 1:53%
error which is half of the 3:61% average error for all additive-
manufactured samples. The overall average error of the model
is 3.44%, which is more accurate than the Burgers with
173.15%. The big difference in accuracy can be explained by
the strain data used to predict the models� parameters. The
Burgers model predicts recovery strain using the rheological
parameters determined from creep curve fits. However,
Weibull�s prediction is based on parameters determined by
curve fitting the recovery strains. Figure 14 presents the
calculated errors of the Weibull�s model in recovery strain
predictions.

Recent studies on the influences of 3D printing parameters
are mostly based on short-term mechanical testing. The
influences of infill orientation and moisture content on the
tensile strength of additive-manufactured PLA are studied by
(Ref 40). The findings indicated that the 90� orientation
samples with a 10% moisture content led to optimum tensile
strength. A review by Vasile et al. (Ref 41) reported a wide
range of findings that discussed the influences of 3D printing
parameters on the ultimate tensile strength, izod impact and
flexural strength of PLA. The review presented notable varia-
tions among the mechanical properties and cited the infill
orientation as a primary factor. Generally, alternating + 45�/
� 45� and single 90� infill orientations resulted in better
mechanical performances. On the other hand, the influence of
infill density on the fracture toughness of PLA is studied using
the single edge notch bend (SENB) specimens (Ref 42). For the
infill density variations between 10 and 100%, the value of the
fracture toughness spans over a wide range. Their findings
suggest that the 90% infill density showed the maximum
fracture toughness of 2:69MPa

p
m. The influence of build

orientation on the tensile strength and extrapolated fatigue limit
at 2� 106 cycles is studied by (Ref 43). The sample variations
were based on vertical, side and horizontal build orientations.
Optimum values of 57.15 MPa in tensile strength and
13.5 MPa in fatigue limit were obtained for the horizontal
layout. These scholars focus on characterizing the short-term
and long-term mechanical properties of PLA and their relations
with manufacturing parameters. Regardless, the viscoelastic
characterizations of PLA material are areas of limited research,
thereby showing the gap.

Our study comprises both experimental and theoretical
methods. The experimental studies showed that the creep and
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recovery responses of the injection-molded sample is closely
similar to the 90� infill direction for all infill density categories.
The injection-molded samples deformed elastically at lower
stresses, and recovered the strain fully, see Fig. 9(a) and (b) and
Fig. 10(a) and (b). The injection molding process parameters
are controlled and optimized during the fill, pack and cooling
stages to produce samples with tightly packed molecular
chains. The process optimizations improved the viscoelastic
behavior of the samples. However, the results of the viscoelas-
tic experiments in Fig. 9(c) and (d) indicated that the creep
strains of 90� infill direction samples are slightly better than the
injection molded ones. Similarly, in the infill density compar-
isons, excellent creep resistance behaviors at higher stress
loading are found from the 90 and 100% infill densities when
their infill direction is at 90�, see Fig. 10(c). The reinforcements
in the loading direction and good interlayer adhesions are
attributed to the good viscoelastic performances. In this infill
direction category, the injection-molded sample is only better
than the 70 and 80% infill density variants.

The two theoretical models’ creep and recovery predictions
provided two different outcomes. The first one indicates that the
creep of the tough PLA can be successfully predicted using the
Burgers viscoelastic model. Numerous studies used the
approach to model the creep of Polyolefin-rubber composite
(Ref 19), rubber-graphene composite (Ref 18), fiber-reinforced
composite (Ref 13) and PLA blends (Ref 17, 44). Our study
showed that the rheological parameters determined by only
fitting the creep data cannot be used to obtain reliable
predictions of the recovery strain. The reverse approach, where
we determine rheological constants by fitting recovery data, did
not also produce successful creep predictions. Therefore, we
made recovery strain predictions using Weibull�s model. The
model improved the recovery predictions; however, the values
of the parameters in Weibull�s model are related to the samples�
creep load history. When the creep load changes, the values of
the model�s recovery parameters change.

FDM additive manufacturing is based on extrusion of the
molten polymer through the nozzle, which adds layer after layer
during the manufacturing process. In injection molding, the
homogenous melt is injected into mold cavities, and the
parameters such as injection velocity, packing pressure, and
switchover criteria can be regulated during the process. Unlike
the injection molding processes, there are no mechanisms to
maintain homogenous polymer melt during additive manufac-
turing. The layer-by-layer filling in FDM also introduces a
nonuniform temperature profile that is detrimental to the

interlayer adhesions (Ref 6). Print temperature is one of the
crucial processing parameters in additive manufacturing. O.Y
Gumus et al. (Ref 45) investigated influence of temperature on
the mechanical properties of thermoplastic polyurethane man-
ufactured using material extrusion (ME) and compression
molding technologies. Within a range of 170- 250�C printing
temperature studied, maximum values of 37:6MPa tensile
strength and 921% elongation at break were achieved at 230�C.
However, our viscoelastic study on tough PLA shows that the
90� infill direction together with optimum infill density can
make additive manufacturing compete with conventional
injection molding.

4. Conclusions

The creep and recovery behavior of the tough PLA polymer
has been studied. We investigated the viscoelastic behavior of
the material by varying manufacturing methods and parameters.
A total of 13 sample variants were produced using the FDM
additive manufacturing injection molding methods. In this
paper, we first compared the experimental creep and recovery
performances of the additive-manufactured and injection-
molded samples. Then, we used two theoretical models
(Burgers and Weibull�s) to predict the creep and recovery
behaviors of the material. Our finds are briefly summarized as
follows:

• The viscoelastic deformations of the additive-manufac-
tured samples are highly influenced by infill direction.
The comparison of manufacturing methods indicated that
superior viscoelastic performances can be obtained from
injection-molded samples at lower stress loads. The addi-
tive-manufactured samples resist viscoelastic deformation
better when the printing parameters are 90� for the infill
direction and 90 or 100% for the infill density. These
behaviors are observed at higher stress loadings.

• The Burgers viscoelastic model can predict the samples’
creep within a linear viscoelastic regime. However, the
recovery behavior cannot be predicted with good accu-
racy. The analyses show that accurate predictions of the
samples� recovery cannot be made using the rheological
constants determined by curve fitting the creep responses.

• As an effective approach, Weibull�s model can be used to
predict the recoveries of the samples with pre-specified
creep load histories. Weibull’s parameters are associated
with the creep load histories. When the creep load
changes, the recovery parameters in Weibull�s equation
change.

Previously, we studied the influence of infill patterns on the
bending stiffness of PLA beams (Ref 46). We also compared a
four elements Maxwell�s model with the Burgers to characterize
the linear viscoelastic responses of injection-molded
Polypropylene (Ref 47). In this paper, we discuss the creep
and recovery responses of the tough PLA material. Following
this, we will focus on the microstructural analyses of the
material undergoing viscoelastic relaxation, nonlinear creep
damage and recovery processes.

bFig. 13 Curve fitting and predictions of the samples� recovery
using Weibull�s model for (a) 70% infill density and 0� infill
direction, (b) 70% infill density and 45� infill direction, (c) 70%
infill density and 90� infill direction, (d) 80% infill density and 0�

infill direction, (e) 80% infill density and 45� infill direction, (f) 80%
infill density and 90� infill direction, (g) 90% infill density and 0�

infill direction (h) 90% infill density and 45� infill direction, (i) 90%
infill density and 90� infill direction, (j) 100% infill density and 0�

infill direction, (k) 100% infill density and 45� infill direction, (l)
100% infill density and 90% infill direction, (m) injection-molded
samples
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